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Next Meeting
March 12, 2009,
Clear Lake Park Building – 7:00 PM

In this issue:

In the Pits & What’s That Smell?

In The Pits

By Michael Laible, President
Well, another month has passed. Boy, what
a meeting last month. We had four Model of
the Month entries and a great show and tell
of “How to vaccum form. It was fantasitic
and I hope your jaw is dropping and you have
already marked your calendar for March (Hint,

second Thursday).
I hope everyone is getting some flying in. I have been out once since
the last meeting. Actually, I guess
twice if you count the big canopy
rebuild day. Yes it is true, the canopy is up and finished. We had a
crew of about seven guys helping
in various ways to build the new canopy.
As can be seen in the following pictures, we installed the new frame,
canopy, refurbished the pin tree, and
remounted the weather vane. A big that
a boy to everyone that helped.
The first pic is the beginning of the build process. A lot of head scratching, but once we
started we were unstoppable.

The frame complete and the guide wires are being installed.

At last, a little fellowship.
So once again, thanks to everyone that helped. As the French
would say, Fini.
Now for the progress of the “Dirty
Birdy”. The build process is moving forward, not fast, but forward.
I have completed the wing covering, tail empennage, rear fuse and
finally the rear wing filets. As I go
along, I seem to be getting better
at the monokote covering skills.
Front fuse and engine compartment painted with lusterkote,
matching monokote color.

Canopy installed and the final clean up being performed.

The wing fillets covered with
monokote. I decided it would be
easier to cover the fillet in two
pieces (front and back). The pic
show the back.

During the covering process, I remember reading an article in my favorite mag, RCREPORT, that cutting monokote on glass is the only way to
go. Well, borrowed a piece of glass from my friend and fellow modeler,
Herman Burton (a neighbor modeler, an article for another time).
Man, what a difference. It cuts better, no curled edges, and can trim
with accuracy. After doing this, all I can say is – CUTTING MONOKOTE
ON GLASS IS A MUST.
Entertainment for the March meeting will be the Flight Check Video
of the P-61, P-47, and/or P-40. These videos are courtesy of James
Lemon. I have viewed a few of them and they are worth watching.
So, this is all for now - - Until next month - - See ya at the field.
Mike
Tail empennage completely covered. Above
Glass with edges taped. Below

Something Extra
If you subscribe (or did) to RC REPORT, this is old information. But those who do not, one of our own,
Terry Dunn, used to write a column called “Bird on a Wire”. In between his article he wrote an article
called “What’s That Smell”. With his and Gordon Bank’s permission, we have a reprint her. Enjoy, I hope
it affects you the same way it did me.

What’s That Smell?

Originally appeared in the Nov 2008 RC REPORT
Of the five human senses, none is more nostalgic than smell. Nothing can open a floodgate of
memories more than the scent of freshly mowed
grass or a whiff of Grandma’s home cooking.
There are two smells in particular that always
trigger memories for me, one not-so-pleasant,
and the other precious.
The first is the smell of Amaretto. I’m often
surprised by how frequently this odor crosses
my nostrils. Each time, it takes me back to
that day in college when I first (and last) tried
a “Flaming Dr. Pepper.” If you’re unfamiliar
with this witch’s brew, consider yourself
lucky and move on with your life. I chose
to learn the hard way. The singed hair
on my arm grew back, but I quickly developed a lifelong aversion to anything that
smells remotely like Amaretto, and any drink
with “flaming” in the name.
The other nostalgic smell in my life is glow-en-

gine exhaust. Those particular scent molecules
seem to know the direct path to the deepest,
squishiest part of my brain. Just one whiff instantly converts me back into a 10-year-old kid
flying model airplanes at the schoolyard with my
dad and uncles. Back then, in the early 80’s, we
we r e
flying control-line planes powered with Cox 1/2A engines
and Fox .35’s, much like my
mentors had flown with my
grandfather during their childhood.
I vividly remember each
of the planes we flew and
how impressed I was with
my father’s ability to build
them, a skill he inherited
from his father. Because of
that family legacy, I recall what a landmark change, it was when my dad began using
MonoKote (using the family clothes iron) instead
of silkspan and dope. Also floating among the
grey matter are random images of seemingly
frivolous, yet iconic items: the 1-1/2 volt lan-

tern battery for the glow plugs, the cut-off broom
handle “chicken stick,” and the tin can of 1/2A
fuel.
While all of these are fond memories of happy,
much simpler times, I think their true significance rests in the bigger picture. Those afternoons at the schoolyard and evening building
sessions at the kitchen table planted seeds
that grew into a life-long fascination for me, and
certainly helped to shape the adult I am now.
We’re talking about some really sentimental
stuff here! Replaying those memories is often
as enjoyable as a modern day trip to the field, or
an evening in the workshop. When my free time
gets tight, replaying modeling memories is often
the only modeling for which I have time.
Sure, I can retrieve any of these memories at
will if I’m in a nostalgic mood. But only that unmistakable scent of glow-engine exhaust involuntarily paste those archived scenes in front
of me as if they were splashed across a giant
screen at the drive-in. And here’s where things
get weird. Often when I come home from a fly-

ing session, my wife swears that she can smell the exhaust on me. That
may not seem very strange until you realize that I now only fly electric
planes! Furthermore, I’m often the only guy at the flying field that day. Is
the connection between my love of modeling
and the smell of
nitro exhaust so strong that my body actually
emits that scent
in some sort of Pavlovian response? It would
seem so.
My previous question begs another question which is really the whole point of
this: By flying only electrics, am I robbing my children of their own set of
precious aeromodeling memories?

As my wife has pointed out with pinched nose and fanning hands, my body
has miraculously evolved to meet this need. During quality modeling time
with the kids, my own exhaust-like musk will be sufficient to cement the
desired connection between nose and mind. However, my plan could easily backfire unless I also expose them to “the smell” when I’m not in the
immediate vicinity. I have my own catalog of “Dad smells’ funny” memories, which thankfully, do not taint my beloved airplanes.
Certainly I could find a way to capture the smell of glow engine exhaust in an aerosol can (“New, from Glade!”). Then I could discretely
release a few puffs each time I wanted to watermark a memoryworthy modeling activity with the kids. Of course, I’ll also need a few
“Stick-Up” versions to keep in the workshop and flight box.

Let’s assume that at least one of my kids has
inherited the family modeling bone. They will likely
spend their formative years without the benefit of a distinctive odor to attribute to the activity. As the years pass by without an olfactory catalyst to
involuntarily trigger those memories, do they eventually become irretrievable... lost to the ether like they never happened? Yikes! And I thought
that I was a good dad.

This plan seems to have some merit, but it will require long-term dedication. Once I’ve released enough scent to make a connection with all of
the positive modeling memories I plan to foster, I’ll need to switch into
maintenance mode. This will require periodic and discrete release of the
scent to trigger the memories, lest they fade away. Not just birthdays and
holidays, but random days will also be necessary to keep their memories
jogged. I think I’m going to need a 55-gallon drum of this stuff.

Now before you call Child Protective Services on me, let me assure you
that I have a plan to remedy this situation. I’m sure all of you are saying
“Well duh! Just switch back to glow power. Problem solved.” I hear you
loud and clear, but no, it isn’t that simple.

I’m not the type of guy to keep such a genius idea to myself. I don’t want
other electric flyers to be stuck in the same boat I was in. So look for my
exhaust-scented air fresheners at a hobby shop near you. (Coming soon,
cologne and body wash.) Of course it isn’t cheap, but remember, it’s for
the kids! Decades from now when that sweet oily smell wafts past your
grown child’s nostrils, he’ll twitch his nose and squint his eyes searching
for the archived reference in his brain. As the memories come forth, he’ll
take a deep breath, smile, and think of flying model airplanes with you.
Or not.

Don’t get me wrong. There’s nothing wrong with glow fuel. The problem
is that I’ve spent the last ten years building a reputation as a successful
electric flyer. This electric stuff has become a significant part of my identity as a modeler. Going back to glow would be like Bill Gates using a Mac,
or a car mechanic who rides a bicycle to work. It just wouldn’t jive.

-Terry Dunn
To be honest, there are occasionally unique smells associated with electrics. Fried speed controllers and smoldering batteries, however, don’t
typically make for pleasant memories. So that’s not an avenue I want to
take. The smell of glow exhaust is ideal because it’s not only distinctive,
it’s unique to modeling. But how do I go about introducing that same smell
during my electric-only outings with the kids? The answer is simple: Artificial Inscentination. (I wonder if my health insurance covers that.)

Model of the Month
Last month we had four Model of the Month entries. They were all great MOM and even before the vote it was going to
be a tough vote. So below is a brif description of the models.
The winner was Don white and runner up Dace Bacque.

Don White

brought a home built from Fly Rc
plans. I have that it is from a serious
called Fantasy Flyers. These planes are
small electrics from old comic book
strips. The plane has a 41” wingspan
and weighs 41 oz. Don made the decals himself.

Dave Bacque

brought a ½ pattern ship called the
Cycosis by David Rice. The power
plant is a Norvel .09 engine, internal
antenna (Deans whip), homemade
cowl and canopy. It weighs 13.5 ozand
is covered in monokote

Brain Campopiano

brought a Great Planes Big Stick
60. Brain said that every part
fit perfectly and is one of the best
ARF’s he has seen. The model has
a 72” wingspan and is powered by
a ST .90.

Brian Lamb

brought in a huge electric. The
model was a “3D Hobby Shop” Extra 300. I believe he said it had a
Hacker 1860 engine. I believe he
said it can draw 90 amps. It was a
nice looking plane.

Meeting Pictures

Photos by Taswall Crowson
The entertainment for the evening
was Dave Bacque demonstrating
is vacuum form project.
He used standard peg board
and a standard shop vac.
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